Smarter Public
Safety Fleet
Tracking

Law Enforcement Focus:

Trusted Fleet Management Solutions
Many of the largest and most dynamic fleets in North America rely on
CalAmp’s data-driven solutions to improve safety, drive down costs and
improve services.
CalAmp provides critical intelligence to help lower fuel costs, reduce
maintenance, and improve asset utilization. Backed by a robust ecosystem of
partner solutions and apps, CalAmp can support the needs of every level of
government.
From cities and counties to universities and colleges, CalAmp has the
experience to improve the way your fleet operates.
We make buying easy via one of the nation’s
most trusted and respected cooperative
purchasing agreements. CalAmp is an
official Sourcewell* partner (contract
number: 022217-CAW) with a long history
of supporting government customers via
the Sourcewell buying platform.

• A GPS engine redaction hides
exact address of deputies, witnesses
and even informants from all but a
few administrative users designed
at the request of a large police
department to protect against
invasive Public Information requests
• Lights and sirens integrations that
trigger 6-second location updates
during an emergency situation
• Integration with the most popular
Computer Aided Dispatch systems to
streamline the back-office support
team’s work
• Implementation management,
support & training

Contract # 022217-SSL

• Web-based software with
interactive dashboards and
customizable reports
• ZERO upfront costs and affordable
monthly investments

Get Started Now, Risk Free
No upfront costs and all-inclusive service.
Unlimited warranty, spare replacement
hardware, unlimited online training and
support.

Features and Benefits
Fleet monitoring is far more than GPS-powered real-time location
data. It’s the engine to power a smarter fleet.

Enterprise License

Lower Maintenance Costs

Unlimited users for easy scaling across
government fleets. Intuitive permission
sharing across organizations and fleets.
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CalAmp Telematics Devices
•

Fast GPS acquisition time

•

Captures rich, second-by-second data

•

Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics

•

High-quality recording

Unwavering Security
Commitment
Security is our first priority at
CalAmp. We review and update
our security mechanisms and
processes regularly to ensure
the highest level of security and
privacy for our customers and
partners.

Predictive maintenance planning
Detect engine issues in advance
Receive engine diagnostics and alerts
Prioritize repairs
Maintenance scheduling and notifications

Improve Driver Safety
•
•

Risk & safety reports
Reduce accidents and minimize risk

Esri ArcGIS Integration & Enterprise License
•
•
•

Integrate GPS tracking with premier mapping solution
Layer fleet activity against mapping software
Better integrate with public works and other
departments during emergency response situations

Customer Service Excellence
•
•
•

U.S.-based customer service reps
Recruited from the fleet industry
Access to monthly training modules

Reduce Fuel Costs
•
•
•
•

About CalAmp
CalAmp (NASDAQ: CAMP) is a telematics pioneer leading transformation in a global connected
economy. We help reinvent businesses and improve lives around the globe with technology
solutions that streamline complex IoT deployments and bring intelligence to the edge. Our software
applications, scalable cloud services, and intelligent devices collect and assess business-critical
data from mobile assets, cargo, companies, cities and people. We call this The New How, powering
autonomous IoT interaction, facilitating efficient decision making, optimizing resource utilization,
and improving road safety. CalAmp is headquartered in Irvine, California and has been publicly traded
since 1983. LoJack is a wholly owned subsidiary of CalAmp. For more information, visit calamp.com, or
LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or CalAmp Blog.
© 2020 CalAmp. All specifications are typical and subject to change without notice.

Improved asset utilization
Reduce miles driven
Reduce unnecessary idling and fuel spend
Diminish speeding incidents
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